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Abstract—Clustering is an important technique in data
mining to partition the data objects into clusters. It is a
way to generate groups from the data objects. Different
data clustering methods or algorithms are discussed in the
various literature. Some of these are efficient while some
are inefficient for large data. The k-means, Partition
Around Method (PAM) or k-medoids, hierarchical and
DBSCAN are various clustering algorithms. The k-means
algorithm is more popular than the other algorithms used
to partition data into k clusters. For this algorithm, k
should be provided explicitly. Also, initial means are
taken randomly but this may generate clusters with poor
quality. This paper is a study and implementation of an
improved clustering algorithm which automatically
predicts the value of k and uses a new technique to take
initial means. The performance analysis of the improved
algorithm and other algorithms by using real and dummy
datasets is presented in this paper. To measure the
performance of algorithms, this paper uses running time
of algorithms and various cluster validity measures.
Cluster validity measures include sum squared error,
silhouette score, compactness, separation, Dunn index
and DB index. Also, the k predicted by the improved
algorithm is compared with optimal k suggested by elbow
method. It is found that both values of k are almost
similar. Most of the values of validity measures for the
improved algorithm are found to be optimal.
Index Terms—Data mining, Clustering Algorithm,
Validity Measure, Run time, Optimal Clusters.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the world of science &technology and the internet,
daily data increases by units of terabytes. It is manually
difficult to analyze and understand the hidden trends from
this low to high dimensional data. Data mining is one of
the ways to do so. This analysis may be from different
thoughts or perspectives to summarize data into useful
information. Data mining summarizes large data from
different angles and categories.Then relates it to some
current, past or future trends. It is observed from the
Copyright © 2017 MECS

literature that in a variety of areas and applications, the
clustering algorithms are very popularly used [1].
Clustering accepts data sets that contain a large number
of data items and produces groups of similar data objects.
While forming the groups, the labels are not defined.
Therefore, clustering belongs to unsupervised learning
type. The best property of data clustering methods
compared to other types of data mining is that it is used to
manage the changes and identify the most useful features
to separate one formed group from the other. Clustering
can be used in real life areas such as psychology, biology,
image processing and analyzing, economics, pattern
recognition, bioinformatics, weather forecasting, etc. This
paper has studied and implemented various standard and
improved algorithms [1]. It has then simulated these
algorithms on ten real datasets such as iris, salaries,
wholesale, liver and university data sets and other two
synthetic datasets [15]. The performance of improved and
existing clustering algorithms is measured with more than
five measures which are not done in any of the surveyed
papers as yet.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section I
covers introduction, Section II presents a brief survey of
the various literature. The third section covers standard
clustering algorithms. In the fourth section,
implementation and the results are discussed. In the last
section, the conclusion and references are given.

II.

RELATED WORK

Clustering algorithms are used in various domains such
as the e-commerce, bioinformatics, image segmentation,
speech recognition, financial analysis and fraud detection
[1]. This paper presents a survey of various concepts and
algorithms related to clustering. It has also designed
improved k-means with some modification in finding k as
well as initial centroid selection. Authors of the paper [2]
present a brief summary of algorithms used to cluster the
datasets from ranges of fields and applications. The
clustering results and evaluation measures are presented
in the paper. The k-means algorithm is one of the most
well-known clustering algorithms. However, the
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processing performance of this algorithm can be degraded
when it has to deal with big data. Authors suggest that a
parallel algorithm with HADOOP can handle big and
high dimensional data [3]. The paper presents two
methods to improve the existing parallel version of the
algorithm. First is the distance measure strategy and
second is initial centroids selection strategy to minimize
processing speed and increase stability. Paper [4]
introduces two accelerated clustering algorithms using
estimated subsample size and the novel stopping criterion.
Authors in the paper [5] present a systematic study of kmeans-based consensus clustering algorithm, identify
necessary and sufficient conditions for the algorithms on
both pure and noisy datasets.
The paper [6] presents efficient clustering algorithm by
combining cluster aggregation with spectral analysis
technique to improve cluster quality and efficiency.
Authors in the paper [7] propose the modified k-means
algorithm and then apply it on emotional intelligence data
sets. This analysis is then used for decision making. A
thorough survey of clustering algorithms and their related
concepts are presented in paper [8]. Also, it focuses on
some clustering algorithms that are the best for big data
from the theoretical and empirical point of view. There
are various cluster validity indices based on symmetry
features. These are DB, DI, GDI, I, XB index, FS, K, and
SV indexes [9]. Authors also suggest that an
incorporation of the property of symmetry will improve
the capabilities of these indices. The paper [10] has
studied literature on improved k-means algorithms and
presents the shortcomings and the scope where
algorithms can be enhanced further. It also discusses the
measures for distance, validity, stability as well as the
algorithms for initial centroids selection to decide the
value of k with minimum outliers.
An enhanced moving k-means is designed from the
concepts of moving clustering algorithms [11] by some
modifications in it. The authors in the paper [12] propose
two novel enhanced algorithms such as geometric
progressive fuzzy c-means and minimum sample estimate
random fuzzy c-means by using some statistical
techniques. This is to compute the size subsamples. To
prevent uniform effect, paper [13] proposes concepts of
multi-center clustering where multiple centers are used to
represent the single cluster. It also proposes three
subtypes of this algorithm using the global and
multicenter approach. In the paper [14], authors present
new centroids initialization approach to improving the
basic k-means algorithm with high-quality clusters.
Authors in papers [22-40] have tried to improve the
clustering algorithms which are used in various domains
like networking and biometrics. However, these
algorithms can be improved further.

III.

A. K-means Clustering
The k-means need the data and value of k as an input
and produces k clusters as an output [44]. The working of
k-means is given as follows:
Input: Data, k
Output: k-clusters
1. Read dataset and randomly choose k initial means
from data.
2. Find the distance between data objects and the
initial mean.
3. Assign data object to cluster based on the minimum
distance.
4. Find new means from clusters and repeat step2 to
step 4
5. Stop when there is no change in clusters.
B. K-medoids Clustering
K-medoids is also known as Partition Around Medoids
(PAM) because it uses medoids instead of mean [45]. The
working of k-medoids is given as follows:
Input: Data, k
Output: k-clusters
1. Read data sets and choose k initial medoids.
2. Find the distance between data objects and initial
medoids.
3. Assign data objects to closer medoids.
4. Check if any other data object is better medoids. If
yes, change medoids and repeat the steps 2 to 4.
5. Stop when all the data objects are in clusters.
C. Hierarchical Clustering
The hierarchical clustering builds the hierarchy of
clusters using dendrogram [46]. The working of kmedoids is given as follows:
Input: Data
Output: clusters
1. Read data objects and initially consider only one
object in a single cluster.
2. Merge the objects based on minimum distance.
3. Repeat step 2 until all data objects are in a single
cluster.
D. DBSCAN Clustering

CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

The goal of data clustering is to recover the appropriate
number of clusters from the data sets. This is a
challenging task in unsupervised learning for large data.
Based on the working, clustering is divided into
Copyright © 2017 MECS

partitioning, hierarchical, density and much more. This
section will discuss the working of existing clustering
algorithms from all the above types.

DBSCAN is a density-based clustering algorithm to
cluster the data objects with neighbor data objects [43].
Input: Datasets, eps, min-pts
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Output: k clusters
1. Read data sets and select arbitrary starting object.
2. Find the neighborhood of this object using eps
distance.
3. If there are sufficient neighborhoods around this
object then clustering process will start and the
object is marked as visited.
4. Otherwise, this data object is marked as noise data
5. If this object is found as a part of the cluster, its
neighbors in the radius are also a part of the cluster.
6. Repeat the above procedure for all eps
neighborhood objects and the objects are then
marked as visited.

features of improved algorithm over the for existing
algorithms. Hene the contribution of this work is
summarizing features of algorithms in therotical and
practical point of view. For the experiements, this paper
implemented improved and existing clustering algorithm
using python and R programming and used various real
and symthetic data sets.
To evaluate the performance of improved clustering
algorithm, this paper uses more than ten performance
matrices. So far, none of the papers have made use of
these many matrices. Maximum validity indexes are
based on compactness and separation of clusters. The
details of these validity indexes are as follows:
●

IV.

IMPROVED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Standard k-means require the k value and they also
select initial centroids randomly. This leads to bad quality
clusters. This improved k-means automatically decides
the value of k. It also calculates the initial centroids using
arithmetic mean method [1]. Detailed steps and
advantages of this algorithm are presented in the paper
[1].

●

Input: Dataset
Output: k clusters

●

1. Read data objects and find a number of digits in the
individual data objects.
2. Find a range of input data objects.
3. Calculate the difference of these above parameters.
4. Use this difference as the value of k.
5. Divide data objects into sub-array and split using
maximum n/k elements into k initial clusters.
6. Use these as initial clusters and find the distance.
7. Check the distance of objects and decide whether it
moves or it does not move in the other clusters.
8. Repeat step 6 and 7 till there is no change in the
clusters.
This algorithm uses a novel technique to find the
number of clusters using a range of inputs and number of
digits in the input. This improved clustering algorithm
requires no value of the number of clusters and also
selects initial centroids using the split method. Hence,
clusters produced by this algorithm are optimal and good
quality clusters. The complexity of the algorithm is less.
Hence, this algorithm is efficient. This algorithm predicts
the appropriate value of k in the given data sets.

V.

RESULTS ANALYSIS

A. Cluster validity and Datasets
From the literature, it observed that there is score to
improve clustering algorithms. But from therotical
perspective only, it is not suufient to categorize
algorithms into efficient and non efficient category. The
main focus of this work is to investigate the strong
Copyright © 2017 MECS
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●

●

●
●
●
●
●

Within SS: Sum Squared error within individual
cluster measures the average distance between
centroids and data objects in the cluster. Better
clusters should have a lower value of within SS.
Between SS: Sum squared error between clusters
measures average distance between clusters. The
better clusters should have a higher value of
Between SS.
Total SS: Total Sum Squared error indicates a
total deviation in the clusters. It is the sum of
Within SS and Between SS. It should be as low as
possible.
Accuracy: Clustering accuracy measures how
correctly data objects are clustered with minimum
deviation.
Silhouette index: It measures the consistency
within clusters by finding how well each object
lies within its cluster. Its value is in between -1 to
1. More consistency clusters will yield a higher
value.
Compactness: Compactness measures the average
distance between data objects in clusters. A lower
value indicates more compact cluster.
Separation: This measures the average distance
between the pair of clusters. A Higher value
indicates well-separated clusters.
Dunn Index: It measures separation over the
compactness. A higher value indicates wellseparated clusters.
Time Complexity: It measures the time required
to cluster data objects in the given data sets.
Rand Index: It measures the similarity between
the two clustering results. Its value is 0 or 1. A
higher value indicates that all data objects are
correctly clustered.

All the validations cannot be applied to all the
clustering algorithms. This paper uses these validity
measures to evaluate the performance of improved
clustering algorithm and some measures on existing
algorithms. This paper makes use of real world data sets
[15] [16] from UCI and Kdnuggets data sets. Also, some
synthetic data sets are used. The details of these datasets
are given Table 1:
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Table 1. Data Sets Used
Number of variables
8
33
7
3
14
8
33
11
6
10
11

Number of Observations
100
593
109469
44
2198
440
5820
582
50
4897
2603

B. Clustering Results Analysis
All the existing and improved algorithms are applied
on datasets and the result is given in following sections.
For the existing algorithms, data must be pre-processed.

Datasets
iris
Census
Salaries
Air Passenger
University Ranking
Wholesale
Students
Liver
Life cycle
Shanghai
Times data

SN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Then only on selected dimensions, these algorithms can
be applied. From the experiments, it is found that the
existing algorithms worked efficiently on preprocessed
data.
1.

K-means

Table 2. K-means Results
Dunn Index
0.09
0.0087

Silhouette Score
0.39
1.64

Accuracy (%)
Total-SS
91 (only 2 dimensions)
334.6
57.05
109866348686
Not Working

The k-means clustering result on wholesale data is as
shown in the Fig1.

Between-SS
307.4
62686224455

Within-SS
27.2
47180124231

Data sets
iris
wholesale
Salary

Outliers the data objects having more distance from its
center point. From the figure, it is observed that more
outliers are present in clusters. Also, they are less
separated clusters. For the large data (salary) k-means
doesn’t work properly. The k-means clustering algorithm
doesn’t work for large data. Because of this, the
experiment in this paper applies k-means on salary data
and algorithm does not work for this data. This
observation is shown in Table 2.
2.

K-medoids

Fig.1. K-Means Clustering

Table 3. K-Medoids Results
Dunn Index
0.1

Silhouette Score
0.61

Accuracy (%)
89.12 (only 2 dimensions)

DB index
0.60

The clusters of the k-medoids clustering on iris data are
as shown in Fig 2. The percentage of outliers in k-means
and k-medoids are similar. Also, the Dunn score and
Silhoutte score of both algorithms are getting aproximetly
same for some selected data sets.

diameter
2.0

Separation
0.20

Data sets
iris

From the Table 2 and Table 3, it is observed that the
performance of both the algorithms is same. The accuracy
of k-medoids is more than k-means clustering algorithm.
Also, the quality of k-medoids is higher than k-means
clustering. All the quality scores of k-medoids clustering
algorithm are higher thank-means algorithm.
3.

Hierarchical Clustering
Table 4. Hierarchical Clustering
Dunn
Index

Silhouette
Score

Accuracy (%)

DB
index

Datasets

0.089

0.59

88 (only 2
dimensions)

0.60

Iris

Fig.2. K-Medoids Clustering

Copyright © 2017 MECS
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Fig. 3 shows the results of hierarchical clustering
algorithms

Fig.4. DBSCAN Clustering

5.
Fig.3. Hierarchical Clustering

4.

DBSCAN Clustering
Table 5. DBSCAN Clustering
Dunn
Index
0.50

Silhouette
Score
0.60

Accuracy
(%)
90

DB
index
0.33

Data sets
Iris

Fig. 4 shows the results of DBSCAN clustering
algorithm.

Improved Clustering Algorithm

Improved clustering algorithm is applied to more than
ten real data sets and two dummy data sets. Clustering
results and performance analysis are discussed in this
section. Table 6 shows the result analysis of this
improved clustering algorithm. K-means does not work
for salary data (large data) whereas improved clustering
algorithm works for this data. For the experiments, this
paper generates two synthetic or dummy data sets. It is
observed that proposed algorithm works well with respect
to quality and efficiency for these two synthetic data sets.
The detailed factual analysis is shown in following Table
6.

Table 6. Improved Clustering Algorithm Results
Dunn Index
0.11
0.04
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.2
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.002
0.53
0.63

Silhouette Score
0.32
0.45
0.56
0.25
0.2
0.27
0.79
0.3
0.32
0.49
0.46
0.35
1.04
1.05

Accuracy
95.1
95.66
96.0
85.96
95.42
91.2
99.84
92.59
95.47
90.85
99.94
95.5
59.22
65.8

Elbow method k
8
7
5
11
54
52
30
36
28
20
8
58
3
3

From the Table 6, it is observed that if a number of
records in data set to increase, accuracy also increase for
most of the data sets. This scenario is as shown in Fig 5.

Predicted k
9
7
5
12
56
54
32
39
29
21
10
60
2
2

Data Sets
Iris
Air Passenger
Students
University
Census
Wholesale
Life Cycle
Liver
Shanghai
Times
Annual Crime
Salaries
Dummy Data1
Dummy Data1

accuracy of improved clustering algorithm is increased by
at least 10 percent. Approximately, the accuracy of four
existing clustering is less 92 % where as the accuracy of
improved clustering algorithm is more than 95%. For the
most of the data large data sets, accuracy is greater than
90 %.

Fig.5. Accuracy of Algorithms

Fig. 6 shows the comparative analysis of algorithms
with respect to accuracy. From the graph, it is observed
that accuracy of our proposed algorithm is more than the
existing algorithm clustering on the same data sets. The
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Fig.6. Accuracy of Algorithms
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Fig. 7 shows the comparative analysis of the
algorithms with respect to separation over compactness.
The Dunn index is used to measure the quality of cluster
with respect to separation over the compactness. The
value of Dunn score should be high for good quality
clusters. From the graph, it is observed that improved
algorithm is more compact and separated than the kmeans, k-medoids and the hierarchical algorithms. For
some data sets, clusters produced by DBSCAN are well
separated and compact because its Dunn score is high
than existing and improved clustering algorithms.

Figure 9 shows the k predicted by improved clustering
algorithm and the optimal value of k by elbow method. It
is observed that both values k are approximately similar.
The elbow method is used to find the value of k. Buts this
method is more complex. Improved clustering algorithm
is predicting k value for given data sets. This paper
compared the k value predicted by the improved
algorithm and k predicted by elbow method. And found
that both the k values are approximately same. In some
cases, k predicted by the algorithm is slightly higher than
elbow method.

Fig.9. Predicted vs. Optimal k

Fig.7. Quality of Clustering Algorithms

Fig.8 shows the silhouette score of the algorithms. The
silhouette score measures the cohesion within the
clusters.The higher value of silhouette score indicates the
better clusters. From the graph, it observed that
consistency of k-means and the improved algorithm is
similar. For some data sets, the silhouette score for kmeans and the improved clustering algorithm is coming
same. For some data sets, silhouette score for the
improved algorithm is little more.

Along with the Dunn, DB, and Silhouette score, the
performance of algorithms is measured using running
time required for executing the algorithms on the given
datasets, Total sum squared error (SSE) in the clusters,
compactness of the cluster and separation within clusters
are produced by improved clustering. The values of these
measures are tabulated in Table VII. From these values, it
is observed that the values of some measures are optimal
for improved clustering algorithm. Almost for all data
sets, these values are getting better for improved
clustering algorithm.

Fig.8. Consistency of Clustering Algorithms
Table 7. Improved Clustering
Separation
0.18
6.71
3.32
61.04
34087.9
897.29
11.67
6.0
1.8
83.7
254.12
365.67
1.08
0.63
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Compactness
1.62
161.1
1165.16
1105.93
9143101.64
56420.73
318.5
2309.76
662.13
258245.58
156701.20
160618.21
2.03
1.76

Total-SS
546.31
2308592.08
16428486540.67
1543475878.15
4474433793416706.0
57595857524.96
48125221.89
102497725.13
907508930.44
827522232448.56
6.492741929243135e+16
9410694270058.19
315.96
200.91

Running Time
0.0003683
0.0001321
0.0006263
0.0001472
5.10
0.0006204
0.0001947
3.60
0.0005696
0.0002363
0.0006191
0.0007558
0.0004970
0.0001620

Datasets
Iris
Air Passenger
Students
University
Census
Wholesale
Life Cycle
Liver
Shanghai
Times
Annual Crime
Salaries
Dummy Data1
Dummy Data1
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The comparison of running time of the existing and
improved algorithms is given the Fig.10. It is observed
that running time of the improved algorithm is less. The
improved algorithm is faster than existing clustering
algorithms because running time required for improved
algorithm is 50 5 less than existing algorithms. For the
almost all data sets used,
Improved algorithm is taking less time to run than
existing algorithms.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

Fig.10. Running time of Algorithms

[10]

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Clustering algorithms are algorithms used to cluster
data from low to high dimensions. Also, they are used in
various fields. This paper has studied and presented
working of these algorithms. Also, has analyzed and
presented a comparative analysis of the results of existing
and improved clustering algorithms. This improved
algorithm uses a novel technique to find the value of k
and the initial centroids. The performance of these
algorithms is measured using more than five validation
measures and it is found that the performance of
improved clustering algorithm is better than the other
algorithms discussed in section III. For the performance
analysis, 10 different real datasets are used from UCI and
Kdnuggets machine learning website. Also, two
generated datasets are used. Clustering performance is
compared using more than 5 validation measures such as
Sum Squared Error, silhouette score, Dunn index, DB
index, compactness, and separation. For the improved
clustering algorithms, the values of most of these
measures are getting optimal over the other algorithms.
Future work of this paper is to implement this algorithm
for really challenging data sets and identify the meaning
of full results.
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